Responses to heat stress in commercial and local broiler stocks. 2. Developmental stability of bilateral traits.
1. Developmental stability of bilaterally symmetrical traits was measured in two fast (G1 and G2) and one slower growing (G3) broiler stocks when conditioned (chicks exposed to 36 degrees C for 24 h at 5 d of age) or food restricted (food withdrawn 2 h before the hot period and chicks fed between 17.00 and 08.00 h) during heat stress administered daily from 28 to 49 d of age. 2. Length of face, length, width and weight of shanks, weights of P. major and P. minor muscles, and weights of lung and caeca were chosen as bilateral traits representative of skeletal, muscle, respiratory and digestive systems. 3. Development of skeletal bilateral traits was affected primarily by genotype and sex. The heart:lung ratio decreased with conditioning in stocks G1 and G2 at 21 d. Face length, shank length and shank weight exhibited antisymmetry, whereas shank width and weights of P. minor, lung and caeca exhibited fluctuating asymmetry and antisymmetry. For P. major weight, there was directional asymmetry. 4. In general, relative asymmetry of skeletal traits was lower than for traits associated with muscle and with respiratory and digestive systems. Relative asymmetry of P. major weight was lower in conditioned and G3 broilers than in their respective counterparts. 5. If relative asymmetry is a valid indicator, item heat stress may be less in slower growing and conditioned broilers.